
W/C Monday 1st June 2020

Was Elizabeth I a good queen?

Task 1: Compare the portraits of Queen Elizabeth… We have done this before with 
portraits of Richard III. Describe what you can see in each of the portraits, then explain 
what you think it shows about the Queen.
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Portrait A – a painting of Queen Elizabeth in 
1588, shortly after she had defeated the 
Spanish Armada.

Portrait B – a painting of Queen Elizabeth, 
published in around 1610, after her death.

Portrait A Portrait B

In Portrait A I can see Elizabeth I sitting 
in what seems to a meeting room, 
holding a world globe.

In Portrait B I can see Elizabeth I 
frustratingly sat in front of a skeleton, a 
man to left and two babies over head 
holding her crown.

This shows me that Queen Elizabeth was 
good at planning ahead for things like 
wars. 

This shows me that Queen Elizabeth 
wasn’t as nice as the first picture deems.

Challenge: When comparing these two pictures, what can it tell us about Queen 
Elizabeth’s rule in England?
Comparing these two pictures, it shows that Elizabeth I was deceptive after the war 
with Spain and turned to be not as nice as she seemed. 



Task 2: Read through each of the statements in the table and decide whether they show 
Elizabeth to be a good queen or a bad queen. You can label or colour code them on this 
sheet to show your decisions. 
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Elizabeth had her own 
cousin, Mary Queen of 
Scots,  executed. This was 
because Mary was 
suspected of plotting to 
kill Queen Elizabeth and 
take the throne. 

Elizabeth brought in Poor 
Laws, which granted food, 
money and clothes to 
those deemed the 
“deserving poor” (people 
who were old, sick or 
disabled and so couldn’t 
work).

Elizabeth had recusants 
(people who refused to go 
to church) fined and even 
killed if they did not agree 
to her religious changes. 

Elizabeth never married, 
even though she had been 
in love. Her choice of men 
would have reflected 
badly on her and her 
country if she did.

Beggars deemed as 
undeserving were 
tortured under Elizabeth.

Under her reign, new 
lands were discovered in 
the name of England, 
bringing riches, and 
power. The mighty potato 
was introduced to England 
thanks to Elizabethan 
explorers. 

Elizabeth tried to find 
some compromise 
between the competing 
religions in her country, by 
allowing parts of both in 
church. 

Elizabeth encouraged 
‘Privateers’ (pirates), to 
steal Spanish gold from
ships travelling from 
America. 

Elizabeth made it law for 
everyone, even if they 
could not afford it, to be 
buried in woollen cloak, 
just to boost the cloth 
trade in England.

Elizabeth led her country 
to victory over the 
‘invincible’ Spanish 
Armada when they tried 
to invade England.

Elizabeth rewarded her 
favourite “Privateer” by 
making him a knight. 

 Evidence that Queen 
Elizabeth was GOOD

 Evidence that Queen 
Elizabeth was BAD 



Task 3: Now you have read all the evidence, you need to make a decision. Do you think 
Queen Elizabeth should be remembered as “Good Queen Bess?” Fill in the paragraph 
below to explain your answer. 

Strongly agree Mostly agree Partly agree Mostly disagree
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Overall I mostly agree that Elizabeth should be remembered as “Good Queen Bess.” 

The reason I think this is because Elizabeth introduced the poor law which helped the 

people deemed “deserving poor”. This shows that Elizabeth was a good queen because 

she helped many poor people with this law.

Someone might disagree with me because beggars were deemed undeserving  and were 
tortured by Elizabeth even though beggars had a lot worse to deal with than any one 
deemed “deserving poor”.
So overall, I think that Queen Elizabeth was mostly a good queen although she did 
damage England in some ways. 


